
CADORNA
C023

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure with metal support, seat suspensions 
in reinforced elastic webbing.
- Seat cushions in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam, with 
different densities, covered with a mixed feather layer. 
- Back and arm cushions in "Extra soft" fiber with eco-friendly 
open cell polyurethane foam. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Seat, back and armrest cushions 
coverings removable. 
- Legs in Shiny metal (Cod.30), Satin (Cod.31), Gunmetal (Cod.50), 
Satin brass (Cod.51), Antique bronze (Cod.52).
- Versions Cod.1421- 1422- 1471- 1472- 1671 – 1672 – 1731 – 1732
 - 2341- 2342- 2371- 2372 - 3031- 3032- 3051- 3052 with top in 
marble Emperador (Cod.EM) or White Carrara marble (Cod.CA). 
- Stitching type Cod.03 for leather and fabric coverings. 
- No bed version available. 
- Sectional sides finished. 

Optional features without any upcharge
- Contrast stitching available. Please refer to our leather collection 
for a thread color indication. 

Optional features with upcharge
- Terminal table (Cod.9503) attached to the frame, with the top 
available in Emperador marble (Cod.EM) or White Carrara marble 
(Cod.CA) on versions Cod.1041 - 1042 - 1091 - 1092 - 1661 - 1662 
- 1841 - 1842 - 5253. 
- Headrest (Cod.9900) with padding in open cell polyurethane 
foam and covered metal structure. 
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at 
the beginning of pricelist. 

Notes
- Versions with asterisk (*) have always the finished terminal side 
with the possibility to be connected to modular elements.
- Different stitchings not available. 
- For some fabrics and velvets production dept. must apply the 
stitching Cod.00 /Cod.03 (as per picture below). 

A  ↓ all items in group A have the same seat width
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B  ↓ all items in group B have the same seat width

  ↓ These elements are compatible with all groups of versions
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